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Treasure your artistic creations, safeguard 
your documents & paperwork with a range 
of files from Elements by NUMIC. 
Derived from the elements of nature, 
the range of colours will cater to your 
every mood.
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Flip through your documents and paperworks 
be it official or otherwise, Flip folders are 
crafted from the finest Canvas Papers.
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FoldersPocket

The Data Folders by NUMIC, are inspired 
by the humble floppy disk. Available in a 
pack of 7 dynamic colours, a perfect way 
to organize your documents in our folders
that are made from Eco-Friendly card.
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Available in:
100 pcs Single Color MOQ



Black Gel

A Smart sleek beautiful Metal desk pen 
which comes without a clip in 3 outer body 
colours and makes your desk look more 
attractive. It’s has an individual PVC box 
makes it an ideal gifting companion with 
any of our books or planners. 
Accord is a pen for all age groups.
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NUMIC Mechanical Pencils comes in elegant 
wooden finish and has transparent plastic 
case. It has 0.5mm graphite lead. 
It is ideal for artists, students, professionals, 
designer, etc.
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ENCASE 
ENVELOPES

A collection of attractive envelopes 
which come in multiple sizes & 10 colour 
shades. They are ideal for certificate, 
invitations, letters, cash gifting, etc. 
These envelopes are available in 2 
different types of paper as follows:
Buckram - Strong & durable paper 
with a fine Buckram texture makes it 
elegant & premium. 
Enviro - 100% recycled, dyed-through 
paper made from 40% PCW & 60% PIW 
fibres has earthy shades & elegant look.



A DIY assortment with elegant 
script type and modern celebratory 
designs to match your colourful 
BeSpoke ocassions.

125mm x 85mm
SizeEnvelope
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